Comprendere e saper valutare con esattezza il nemico, significa possedere già una condizione necessaria per la vittoria.

Antonio Gramsci

Fascism is a political ideology that encompassed totalitarianism, state terrorism, imperialism, racism and, in the German case, the most radical genocide of the last century: the Holocaust. Fascism, in its many forms did not hesitate to kill its own citizens as well as its colonial subjects in its search for ideological and political closure. Millions of civilians perished on a global scale during the apogee of fascist ideologies in Europe and beyond.

In historical terms, fascism can be defined as a movement and a regime. Emilio Gentile – who, with Zeev Sternhell and George Mosse, is the most insightful historian of fascism – presents fascism as a modern revolutionary phenomenon that was nationalist and revolutionary, anti-liberal and anti-Marxist. Gentile also presents fascism as being typically organized in a militaristic party that had a totalitarian conception of state politics, an activist and anti-theoretical ideology as well as a focus on virility and anti-hedonistic mythical foundations. For Gentile a defining feature of fascism was its character as a secular religion which affirms the primacy of the nation understood as an organic and ethnically homogenous community. Moreover, this nation was to be hierarchically organized in a corporativist state endowed with a war-mongering vocation that searches for a politics of national expansion, potency and conquest. Fascism, in short, was not a mere reactionary ideology. Rather, fascism aimed at creating a new order and a new civilization.

The word fascism derives from the Italian word fascio and refers to a political group (such as the political group lead by Giuseppe Garibaldi during the time of Italian unification.) Fascism also refers visually and historically to a Roman imperial symbol of authority. Its place of birth as a modern political ideology was northern Italy, the year was 1919, and its founder was Benito Mussolini. Thus, fascism as a term as well as a political movement was born on the Italian peninsula. Its ideological origins, however, predated its name. The fact that fascism was born as a concept before its explicit birth as a movement is central to any understanding of fascism. The ideology of radical nationalism that made it possible was part of a larger intellectual reaction to the Enlightenment. This tradition was both European and, in the Latin American case, “non-European” as well. To be sure, the original ideology behind fascism was born as a reaction to the progressive European revolutions of the long nineteenth century (from the French revolution of 1789 to the American and Latin American revolutions of 1776 and the 1810s). Fascism represented a post-revolutionary attack against equality. The ideology of the anti-Enlightenment is the major root of the longstanding ideological tradition that created fascism. Its branches constituted a reaction against liberal politics and a rejection of democracy. And yet fascism did not oppose the market economy and put forward a corporatist organization that aimed to be functional to capitalist accumulation. Equally important, fascism is a philosophy of political action that ascribes value to absolute violence in the political realm. This ascription was boosted by one radical outcome of the
Enlightenment: Soviet Communism. The rise of Bolshevism in 1917 encountered global opposition as well as emulation. By presenting itself as the opposite of Communism, fascism took advantage of this widespread rejection and fear of social revolution and at the same time incorporated some of its dimensions.5

A new age of total war ultimately provided the context of fascism more than the Soviet experiment did.6 In fact, it was with the First World War that the ideology of fascism emerged in the trenches. Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini openly stated that war constituted their most meaningful experience. After the war, these two former soldiers found violence and war to be political elements of the first order. When this ideology of violence fused with extreme right-wing nationalism and imperialism and non-Marxist leftist tendencies of revolutionary syndicalism, fascism as we know it today crystallized.

This moment of crystallization was not exclusively Italian or European. In Argentina, former socialist intellectuals like the poet Leopoldo Lugones soon understood the political implications of this fusion. Like Lugones, the Brazilian fascist Plinio Salgado saw fascism as the expression of a universal transnational ideology of the extreme right. During the same time, young Hitler, a disenfranchised war hero, began to give political expression to his basic violent tendencies. And he did it at the new trenches of modern mass politics.7 Hitler first adopted, and then shaped, the ideology of a small German party of the extreme right, soon to be called National Socialism. Hitler early on recognized his debt to the thought and practice of Mussolini, but both leaders shared a belief in the crisis of the world as they knew it as well. They shared fierce anti-communist and anti-liberal stances.8 This anti-democratic modernism combined modern politics with technological innovation, aesthetic notions, and a discourse of war.

The modernity of fascism has preoccupied major thinkers over the course of the last century. Whereas Sigmund Freud saw fascism as the return of the repressed, namely the mythical reformulation of death and violence as a source of political power, Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer in their *Dialectic of the Enlightenment* presented fascism as modernity’s worst outcome.9 Overall, although I agree with their presentation, their thesis is nonetheless limited to European developments. In order to grasp the global and transnational dimensions of fascism it is, however, necessary to understand its history, first in its national articulation and second to relate this manifestation of fascism to intellectual exchanges across the Atlantic Ocean and beyond.

Like Marxism and liberalism fascism was a global phenomenon that assumed many national variations and political interpretations. Like them, fascism never had a closed canonical apparatus. Its ideas changed over time and only now, with the benefit of hindsight, it is possible to provide an analytical account of its major ideological patterns. Most fascists perceived fascism as a new political ideology in the making. It was radically opposed to traditional democratic politics, what they called western “electoralism.”10 Benito Mussolini, the creator of fascism, argued that only decadent and old-fashioned ideologies had a closed body of knowledge. For Mussolini, ideas were useful when they had a practical value, that is, when they could confirm his own confused intuitions about social regeneration and the rebirth of nations, the leading role of elites, politics as an art, and more generally his noted anti-humanitarianism. In short, for the creator of fascism ideas were useful when they provided legitimacy for short-term political goals.11

Mussolini was a strategist who believed political needs should determine theoretical formations. Many historians have concluded that this belief made Mussolini a kind of anti-theorist and that fascist theory was not important to the movement. For these historians, fascist theory is simply not significant.12 To be sure, Mussolini at some moments of his career had
anti-theoretical biases. But all the political needs that shaped Mussolini’s strategic view of fascism were informed by a set of unarticulated thoughts and aims. These ideas about power, violence, the internal enemy, empire and his own messianic expectations to be the virile leader of his people drove Mussolini’s political practice over the years. These ideas were abstract enough to inform his political priorities, and practical enough to be considered non-complex elements for fascist politicians who often wanted to avoid conceptual complications. Antonio Gramsci, an astute Italian observer and theorist, preferred to stress the “concretism” of Mussolini as a defining characteristic of the fascist leader and, perhaps, of fascist ideology at large.\(^\text{13}\) Mussolini’s concretism was related to the idea of the primacy of politics over “rigid dogmatic formulas.” With some wishful thinking, Mussolini himself argued that “theological” or “metaphysical” discussions were foreign to his movement. Fascism was not dogma but a “special mentality.” In typical anti-intellectual terms, Mussolini usually merged his concretism, namely the fascist preference for violent “immediate action,” with a simplistic understanding of reality. Early on, Mussolini posed his “heretic” realism against the “prophecies” of liberalism, socialism and communism. In other words, Mussolini defended the “reactionary,” “aristocratic” and yet “anti-traditional” character of fascism by juxtaposing it to the “orgy of the revolution of words.”\(^\text{14}\)

Fascism was essentially modern.\(^\text{15}\) It saw itself as a child of the present and even as a “primitive” dimension of the future. Past causes, past theoretical formations and even past experiences, were not as important to Mussolini as present political “action.” However, present strategies could for him only be manifest acts of a significant whole, a set of meaningful formations that constituted the basis from which political strategies emerged.

The search for a symbiosis between this common ground from which fascist practices emanated and varied theoretical justifications for these strategies constituted the most dynamic element of fascist ideology and also presented its most obvious limits to full canonization. At the end of the day, the creation of a fascist canonical corpus was an endless task. It tried to combine varied short-term strategies with a longstanding basic pre-conception of the world. The fascist synthesis was based on this impossible transition from the politics of daily life to dogma. Fascist interpreters across the Atlantic and elsewhere had to articulate the often tense relation between fascist practice (strategy) and ideal (theory).

To be sure, fascist aesthetics played a central role in how fascism showed itself to the world, but fascism as a political ideology cannot be exclusively encompassed by aesthetics.\(^\text{16}\) There was a deeper articulation between a more static fascist matrix and a constantly changing strategy. Ultimately, fascist practice was not related to day-to-day mundane politics, or aesthetics, but rather focused on a set of gendered rituals and spectacles that were aimed at objectifying fascist theory.\(^\text{17}\)

Fascist theory never became an articulated system of belief. It was always a changing set of tropes and ideas. In this sense, Mussolini considered fascism to be unique “within the forest of ‘isms.’” He personally disliked systems of belief because he considered them to be necessarily dysfunctional. If economics or art were elements that the Duce deemed irrelevant to a person of his stature, he considered fascist ideology or fascist theory to be subordinated to practice and thereby capable of adaptation. But behind, or above, adaptation there was something more grandiose: the definition of fascism as an epochal turning point, a mental and practical sacred revolution. Indeed, despite his contempt for theory, Mussolini believed in the existence of “high theory”: the master narrative that represented immediate intuitions about the world – namely, a belief in the primacy of fascist basic meaning over the external word. Intentional, self-affirmative inner meaning was thereby the hardcore attribute of fascist ideology.
Inner fascist meaning represented the fascist matrix, its sacred founding dimension. This inner meaning expressed the supposed purity of the fascist ideal, the “fascist feeling” that kept the fascist universes of people and specific ideas tied together. Tellingly, even as early as 1919, Mussolini had represented the different groups that formed fascism as sharing the same “unique soul.” Fascism, he claimed, may have been “distinctive in form but it is fused and confused in substance.” To borrow a Saussurean metaphor, fascism is to be understood as a specific code, a language of political interpretation and action that had a changing set of signifiers attached to a less malleable signified. Mussolini called this signified the fascist “fondo commune” or the “common denominator.” It was the meaningful nucleus, the core contained within the less coherent changing dicta or set of fascist signifiers. The common denominator was a master cursor, a point of orientation. It was, in short, the fascist minimum which contained the most basic premises of fascism, that which was relatively constant in fascist ideology as opposed to variable forms of fascist expression. The “fondo commune,” the fascist primal notion of the world, was more important than its contextual practices or strategic presentations. The latter were the manifest contextual enactments, the strategic instantiations of a more stable “substance of fascism.” As Mussolini put it in an uncanny moment of full disclosure: “Everyone of us has his own temperament, everyone has his own susceptibility, everyone has his own individual psychology, but there is a common denominator through which the whole is equalized.”

For the Duce, this equalized whole, the matrix of fascism, was the most basic level or core of fascist notions about politics and the world. It was a set of master tropes, distorted values and feelings about violence, war, nation, the sacred and the abject. For some interpreters in the present it may be difficult to make sense of the sheer charge of irrationality and instinctual force that fascism embodied, what Antonio Gramsci had earlier presented as a fascist embrace of the “mysterious” coupled with a “psychology of war.” Although fascists in the past often understood this “psychology” in mystical, or even esoteric terms as imbued with unsignifiable, or unrepresentable, hidden meaning, its main components can perhaps be defined by historians in the present.

The fascist matrix was constituted by traditional western binaries such as “us versus them” or “civilization versus barbarism,” among others. But the fascist importation of this notion of the other as a totally abject being provided a central dimension to its ideology. Thus, fascism also presented central victimizing dimensions. That is, it had negative drives that represented what it stood against as opposed to what it stood for. My definition of fascism presents these dimensions as central to fascism across the Atlantic and elsewhere. Against the enemy, fascism proposed its sacrifice for the sake of the national organism. As the Argentine fascists put it: “The day of final reckoning is close in the future, we will make disappear all the undignified for the sake of the Patria.”

The notion of sacrificial violence not only concerned the abject (the enemy) but also the fascist self, as Mussolini often repeated and Hitler personally embodied. This also can be perceived in the powerful depiction of the imaginary Nazi Zur Linde by Jorge Luis Borges or in the fascist leanings of the celebrated French theorist Georges Bataille. Fascist racism and anti-Semitism are the negative consequences of this continuous search for the ideal enemy, who was increasingly dehumanized from 1919 onwards. However, fascism not only comprised “anti” or negative dimensions. The more “positive” elements of a definition of fascism would include: a messianic “religious conception” that stressed the centrality of a dictatorial leader embodied in the persona of Mussolini. Mussolini presented violence, war and the accumulation of power as the categorical premises for a desired turning point in Italian and world history: the fascist empire. In fascist ideology, violence and aggression
were considered to be the best expressions of power as embodied in the Italian “race” and its “normal” masculinity.26

Fascism represents a particular understanding of the state and its monopoly of violence, namely totalitarianism.27 Whereas the Italian anti-fascists that coined the term totalitarianism in the 1920s meant it as a modern tyranny presenting fascism as a contemporary version of absolutism, Mussolini had a different take on totalitarianism. He appropriated the term, changing it from a negative political adjective to a self-assertive concept and reformulating it as a full identification of fascist ideological imperatives (violence, war, imperialism and a particular notion of the abject) vis-à-vis the state.

The Fascist State is not a night-watchman, solicitous only of the personal safety of the citizens; nor is it organized exclusively for the purpose of guarantying a certain degree of material prosperity and relatively peaceful conditions of life, a board of directors would do as much. . . . The State, as conceived and realised by Fascism, is a spiritual and ethical entity for securing the political, juridical, and economic organization of the nation, an organization which in its origin and growth is a manifestation of the spirit. The State guarantees the internal and external safety of the country, but it also safeguards and transmits the spirit of the people, elaborated down the ages in its language, its customs, its faith. The State is not only the present, it is also the past and above all the future. Transcending the individual’s brief spell of life, the State stands for the immanent conscience of the nation. The forms in which it finds expression change, but the need for it remains.28

The state that fascism presents as being above and beyond anything else is not every state but a fascist state personified in the leader and his ideological imperatives. It is the state that fascism had previously conquered and dominated. This state eliminates the distinction between the public and the private. Moreover, the fascist state swallows civil society and eventually destroys it.29 As many anti-fascists noted at the time, fascism used democracy, and even democratic alliances, in order to destroy democracy.30

The fascist revolution that the state impersonated was supposed to exterminate the bourgeois order once and for all. Fascism presented itself as the antithesis of gradualism, the “anti-party,” the “anti-Europe” that would move Europe and the world to the future.

Fascism is essentially revolutionary. Like Soviet Russia, it eliminates political discussion, pluralism and diversity. Like “real socialism” it obscures the distinction between the state’s legitimate use of power and the use of unlawful violence. In short, in totalitarianism, the state becomes a criminal and abhors enlightened normativity. However, if Stalin was totalitarian in practice, he never rejected the legacy of the Enlightenment from a theoretical point of view. This was, of course, the ethical failure of communist ideology.31 The fact that Nazis could enjoy listening to Beethoven in the midst of Auschwitz stands in contrast to Lenin’s incapacity to listen to the German composer in the midst of communist terror. Lenin believed that listening to Beethoven would make him softer while engaged in the gruesome repression of political opponents. For Lenin, Beethoven’s music represented reason, namely the legacy of the Enlightenment. This is a symptom of Lenin’s recognition of the fact that one could not listen to reason while acting against it.32 In contrast, for the Nazis, the German composer represented bare beauty and violence. One may recall in this regard, Stanley Kubrick’s depiction of Alex DeLarge, the post-fascist urban squad leader in A Clockwork Orange.33 De Large shared his musical taste with Nazis such as Hitler, Goebbels and Mengele.

Fascist totalitarianism, unlike Soviet Russia, does not spread fear, violence and death with the sole objective of silencing real and imagined dissent. Violence, and the lawless use of violence, is a defining aspect of both fascist practice and fascist theory.
Structural violence was a mark of fascism and found its best expression in the war ideal and the concentration camps. Violence, as Primo Levi cogently put it, became an end in itself. Fascism brandished power and violence as ideological aims rather than means. In fascist ideology violence is not only instrumental; it is mainly a form of intuition, of creation. It is not only a mobilizing myth but a negative sublime, namely an object of political desire. For Mussolini, violence is power without restraints. It is a non-rational state that provides the nation and the individual with the security of being protected from the menacing outer world. For Max Weber, Karl Marx, or even partly for Georges Sorel (who nonetheless exalted violence in regenerative and redemptive terms), violence has a primary role in politics but needs to be restrained after having usefully achieved an end. These authors clearly differ from Mussolini’s fascism. In the fascist ideal, violence loses its instrumentality and becomes a direct source of knowledge. Violence is perceived as a sublime experience that renders politics an almost sacred field of action. Moreover, violence was for Mussolini an ethical force that helped fascism achieve a radical break from ordinary concerns.

Here, the notion of sacrifice is, once again, central. Over time Mussolini best expressed this idea in the famous fascist catchphrase “I don’t care” (or I don’t give a damn) that was inscribed in the showrooms of the permanent fascist revolution in 1942. For Mussolini this action of not caring was related to the acceptance of death and “purifying blood” as redemptive forces. Even as late as 1942, when considering the future of the Italian nation, he could not (or did not want to) conceal the fascist embrace of violence that the Nazi war of destruction promised him. As for Hitler, the Spanish fascist Primo de Rivera or the Argentine fascist nationalistas, violence and war were for Mussolini sources of political orientation and personal and collective redemption. A feeling of present danger embedded in violence was part of the fascist way of life. As Mussolini declared: “Living dangerously, should mean always being ready for everything – whatever the sacrifice, whatever the danger, whatever the action, when the defense of the fatherland and fascism are concerned.” Violence was for fascism essentially expressed in the totalitarian fascist state and its “spiritual” and “ethical” imperialism. As Mussolini stated:

The Fascist State expresses the will to exercise power and to command. Here the Roman tradition is embodied in a conception of strength. Imperial power, as understood by the Fascist doctrine, is not only territorial, or military, or commercial; it is also spiritual and ethical. An imperial nation, that is to say a nation which directly or indirectly is a leader of others, can exist without the need to conquer a single square mile of territory.

Imperialism is for fascism a state of becoming rather than a state of being. To be sure, fascism does not differ in this sense from other imperialist formations. However, it differs in that it is presumably a “proletarian imperialism” when it is viewed as the ultimate expression of Mussolini’s nationalist displacement of class struggles onto national struggle. Paradoxically, for Mussolini, fascist imperialism was the ultimate form of anti-colonialism. Imperialism was the political antithesis of “decadence.” In other words, an active new fascist form of imperialism eliminates the possibility of “becoming a colony.” Fascist imperialism presented itself as heir of Roman imperial traditions. But the importance of Romanism notwithstanding, in contrast to the ancient Romans, fascism promoted the idea of a war without end. In other words, Mussolini conceived of war as preemptive action to strengthen Italian leadership in the Latin world, indeed, as an imperialist move against “plutocratic empires”: “a war of civilization and liberation. It is the war of the people. The Italian people feel it is its own war. It is the war of the poor, the dispossessed, and the war of the
proletarians.”

When projected onto a global stage, fascist imperialism is the ultimate form of violence and power:

Fascism sees in the imperialistic spirit – i.e. in the tendency of nations to expand – a manifestation of their vitality. In the opposite tendency, which would limit their interests to the home country, it sees a symptom of decadence. Peoples who rise or rise again are imperialistic; renunciation is characteristic of dying peoples.

For fascists, imperialism was at the center of the fascist matrix. It provided them with a sense of moving from theory to practice through war and violence. In short, it represented a tangible expression of fascist action situated beyond ritual and theory. The different failed attempts to create a formal fascist international have to be understood within the larger framework of fascist spiritual imperialism.

Fascism as a movement and as a regime rose and fell promoting civil war. This was at last the Italian legacy of Mussolini: a country divided and a near apocalyptic fight that required radically violent means, including fascist collaboration in sending Italian Jews to Auschwitz. But perhaps, more importantly, the legacy of fascism goes beyond Italy and Mussolini. Not only did fascism send Italian Jews to Auschwitz after 1943. Transnational fascism was the global ideology that made that crime possible.

To put it bluntly: without fascism, there would be no Nazism as we know it. Nazism represented a radical outcome of transnational fascist ideology, an outcome so different from its ideological cousins that some historians argue that it was something else: a totally unique ideology. Nazism and its outcome, the Holocaust, seem to dwarf the magnitude of the gruesome Italian use of chemical weapons against African colonial subjects in the 1930s or the crimes of Spanish fascism that involved the killing of 200,000 civilians and perceived political opponents. It is only when contrasted with the Holocaust that the enormous crimes of other fascist formations seem to become lesser violations of normative humanity. Yet, comparison with the extremity of the Holocaust, the radical standard of political evil, should not excuse fascism at large. Fascism was an ideological network of national and in some cases transnational state terror. In the Nazi case, the fascist notion of the primacy of political imperatives and the reification of violence was literalized to the extreme. Nazism in its radical spiral of integral terror against the Jews left the fascist pack behind. It was in the Nazi empire in the east that the Nazis decided to literalize in the concentration camps the most circular notion of Nazi fascism, the notion of the abject. In Auschwitz, a closed and controlled laboratory of fascism, the Nazi idea of the abject enemy, the most detached and psychotic aspect of Hitler’s ideology, became a reality. To be sure, the Nazis found and took advantage of a transnational European network of genocidal collaboration. Fascists and radical rightists from Romania to France and from Norway to the Ukraine and Croatia collaborated in the enterprise. Still, Nazism seems to represent, as far as the Holocaust is concerned, a radical departure from standard versions of fascism that fascist Italy epitomizes so well. Nazism is not an “ideal type” of fascism but its most radical possibility.

Whereas the Nazi radical version of fascism stressed the perceived enemy as the defining aspect of its ideology, most fascisms ascribed the enemy to a less fixed place in fascist ideology. These key differences notwithstanding, fascism was a global phenomenon that included Nazism. There is no such thing as a fascist platonic ideal type. Italian fascism was the first fascist movement in Europe and the original point of reference for other fascist movements. It was not, however, a platonic form of fascism from which all other fascisms were derived. Understanding the Italian case is central to the general understanding of
fascism, but fascism as a term and a reality refers to a transnational network of shared ideological subjectivities. Fascists in Europe and across the Atlantic were identified with the “idea.” Above all, fascism was, and is, an idea about the world that occluded other readings of reality. Fascism confuses reality with truth. Hannah Arendt defines ideology as providing a circular vision of the world that occludes perception and empirical experience. Fascism represented the ultimate ideological gaze in this Arendtian sense. Fascist thinking represented an ideological lens to see and read the world. Paradoxically, fascism implied a denial of reality, an ideological detachment from it, that changed it and even created a new reality and a new definition of the possible in ideological politics.
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